Departure Of ASTP Will Not Interfere With Opening Of " Gee-Eyes" Program

No matter whether the ASTP leaves the campus next month or not, the Army plays an integral part in the show, possibly enough so that "Gee-Eyes" cannot be announced this week.

Nomination

Nominations for three vacancies for the Col. Merle O. Helmick Art Club are due tomorrow. Students are asked to submit nominations to Col. Helmick's office, room 3037, L.W. F. Co., as soon as possible.

Miss Haley Speaks To Classes

Miss Alice H. Olin, director of women's extension, addressed the sophomore and junior women of the college on Monday morning. Miss Olin is a member of the faculty of the University of California and has been teaching there for the past five years.

Mortar Board Calls All Spinsters For Annual Skit

Skit will be given at the women's house Monday and Tuesday evening. The skit, which is called a "Skit Show," will consist of sketches, songs, and poems. The skit will be given by the women of the women's house and will be under the direction of Mary E. Brown, the housemother.

Two Houses Hold Initiation Of Fall Ball

The time of the year is called "The Fall Ball," which is held at the beginning of the student's year. Two houses, Gamma Phi Beta and Delta Phi, will hold the ball in the beginning of the student's year. Tickets will be available from any house purchase for $1.00.

Newman Club Plans Breakfast

All catholic students, men and women, are cordially invited to attend the Newman Club breakfast at 7:30 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 11, in the Newman Club house. The breakfast will be under the direction of Mr. W. F. Co., and will be served by the Newman Club.

Committee Tells Half-Time Plans

The half-time entertainment of the fall ball was given by the Newman Club. The entertainment consisted of music, poetry, and singing. The entertainment was under the direction of Mr. W. F. Co., and was given by the Newman Club.

Phil U Will Classify Pitcher Assembly

Members of Phil U's assembly will be given an opportunity to classify pitcher assembly. The assembly will be given by the Newman Club. The assembly will be given by the Newman Club.

Group Announces Guest Speakers

The newly organized International Relations' Club will have guest speakers this week. Ms. Emily Brown, the president of the International Relations' Club, will give the opening address.

Prisoner Requests Engineering Texts

A prisoner in the state prison at McPherson, Kansas, wants the text books for the Engineering course in the state prison. The request was made by Mr. W. F. Co., the president of the Engineering Club, and was given by the Newman Club.

Students Attend Lent Service

Many students were present for the early morning reading and worship service in the chapel, to start the Lenten season. The service was conducted by Mr. W. F. Co., the minister of the chapel.

Concert Announced Completion Of Plans For Musicals

The musical, which is to be held in the beginning of the student's year, will be announced by the Newman Club. The musical will be given by the Newman Club.
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SATE Announces Completion Of Plans For Musicals

Minute Maid Sells First S.A.T. Victory Musical Ticket

The plan for the Victory musical, which is to be given Thursday, is now complete. The plan has been announced by the Newman Club. The plan will be given by the Newman Club.

The musical will be held in the beginning of the student's year, and will be announced by the Newman Club. The musical will be given by the Newman Club.

Concert Announced Completion Of Plans For Musicals

The concert, which is to be held in the beginning of the student's year, will be announced by the Newman Club. The concert will be given by the Newman Club.

The concert, which is to be held in the beginning of the student's year, will be announced by the Newman Club. The concert will be given by the Newman Club.
No one's ever noticed that the "before" photo looks more natural than the "after" photo.

The image contains a newspaper article with the headline "FOREIGNERS SLATED TO STAY UNTIL APRIL 1". The content of the article is not clearly visible due to the quality of the image.
Winter Sun Still Reigns On Campus; Sleigh Rides Provide Enjoyment

Snowflakes and sleigh rides were still being used during the winter months and presented on the campus grounds. Saturday evening Delta Chi and Phi Gamma Delta staffed a sleigh ride at the Phi Gamma Delta house. A snow fight also was sponsored by the Phi Sigma Kappa house. On the same day Kayo Delta Gamma was won against Pi Delta Theta and Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.

Invitations to the sleigh ride were given to members of the Delta Chi women, and to guests invited by this group. The ride was held in the evening hours and was enjoyed by many students.

Women Participate in WAA Basketball

The basketball season for women began last week and continues until March 14. These games are open to all interested students and provide a good opportunity for members of the WAA to become involved in campus activities.

Dirractors Confer At Meetings Of Ag College

At the university last week in conference with Dean A. S. Atkinson of the Department of Agriculture, were the following faculty members:

- Charles E. Bell
- Donald L. Hodge
- Margaret D. Hodge
- A. M. Knox
- Mary E. Millen
- Mabel J. Schlegel

A meeting of the Department of Agriculture was held on Tuesday evening, with the following faculty members in attendance:

- Charles E. Bell
- Donald L. Hodge
- Margaret D. Hodge
- A. M. Knox
- Mary E. Millen
- Mabel J. Schlegel

Relax at the "Bucket"

During the Intermission of the "Skip"

Order Our Delicious Fresh Donuts and Coffee

Blue Bucket

Be the Early Bird and Get Your Steak for the Spinster's Skip

At the Varsity Cafe

The Folks At Home Long To Get Your Portrait

Have a Large Print Colored so You can have a picture of yourself on your portrait.

Order Now While We Still Have Film

Hutchison Studio

near the campus

20 Saloon Honored Awarded Hutchison Portraits

DIAL 7636 for Appointment

CALENDAR

THURSDAY

ALUMNAE PENT CORDIA meeting at Merrill hall at 7:30 p.m.

WAA executive board meeting at 8 p.m., for new and old members at 8:30 p.m.

Mickey Shilton, Alpha Saipan, attack the picture's Rogers, Sotto following battle. The Johnsons, Col. Robert, people, and the picture is from Wilson's. The story is from Wilson's.
Vandals Will Tangle With Huskies Tuesday Night On Idaho Court

Kappa Phi Holds Rush Party

Huskies Vanquish Vandals Twice At Seattle

Washington's conference-leading Huskies head the Inland Empire rivalry staple, Monday night at 7:30 in the northern division hoop play for the Vandals to cap.

Kappa. Phi...s...t...k...y...l...e...s...

Huskies vanquished Vandals twice at Seattle.

Intrigue...del...c...i...c...t...i...o...n...s...u...r...e...l...l...y...m...o...v...e

Huskies defeated Vandals at the hands of the University of Washington, the Idaho Vandals are looking forward to the last half of the University of Washington series.

The first game went pretty well for the University of Washington, winning by a score of 43-35. On Friday afternoon, Idaho's star hurler was hitting for the Vandals in the first of two games which will come from freshman Jack Relkamp, a left-footed hitter who has led his division since post-collecting in the Washington league. The registry center in Idaho will be at Seattle Tuesday night. Idaho's aggregate box score of the Kappa Phi chapter in the Vandals' 4-1 victory was an aggregate of 10 points.

The second game for the Vandals was won by the Vandals, taking the lead from the Kappa Phi chapter to a possible ending of 10 points.

The second game was played in Seattle.

L.A. Russell Goes On State Tour

Dr. L. Russell, president of the University of Idaho, will be in Seattle and the Pacific Northwest during the spring quarter to visit schools in the area and to conduct educational programs.

FREELANCE-

HUSKIE VANQUISH VANDALS TWICE AT SEATTLE

Huskies defeated Vandals at the hands of the University of Washington, the Idaho Vandals are looking forward to the last half of the University of Washington series.

The first game went pretty well for the University of Washington, winning by a score of 43-35. On Friday afternoon, Idaho's star hurler was hitting for the Vandals in the first of two games which will come from freshman Jack Relkamp, a left-footed hitter who has led his division since post-collecting in the Washington league. The registry center in Idaho will be at Seattle Tuesday night. Idaho's aggregate box score of the Kappa Phi chapter in the Vandals' 4-1 victory was an aggregate of 10 points.

The second game was played in Seattle. 
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